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Abstract10
Linguistic variation is constrained by grammatical and social context, mak-11
ing the occurrence of particular variants at least somewhat predictable. We12
explore accommodation during interaction as a potential mechanism to ex-13
plain this phenomenon. Specifically, we test a hypothesis derived from his-14
torical linguistics that interaction between categorical and variable users is15
inherently asymmetric: while variable users accommodate to their partners,16
categorical users are reluctant to do so, because it would mean violating the17
rules of their grammar. We ran two experiments in which participants learnt18
a miniature language featuring a variable or categorical grammatical marker19
and then used it to communicate. Our results support the asymmetric accom-20
modation hypothesis: variably-trained participants accommodated to their21
categorically-trained partners, who tended not to change their behaviour dur-22
ing interaction. These results may reflect general social cognitive constraints23
on acquiring and using variable linguistic devices, and give insights into how24
small-scale interactive mechanisms may influence population-level linguistic25
phenomena.26
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Introduction29
Languages exhibit variation at all levels of organisation, but this varia-30
tion is limited by grammar and social context. The ways in which linguis-31
tic units can be used reflect physiological, cognitive, socio-psychological, or32
functional constraints on language learning and verbal communication. A33
growing body of experimental work shows how language learning, use, and34
transmission (re-)shape patterns of linguistic variation. Here we explore how35
language-internal factors influence the ways in which languages are reshaped36
during language use. Our experiments are inspired by the phenomenon of37
obligatorification in language change, i.e. the tendency for constituents to38
shift from occurring variably and being pragmatically conditioned to being39
obligatory and grammatically conditioned. To provide a possible account for40
this tendency, we introduce the hypothesis of grammar-based asymmetric41
accommodation: when users of categorical and variable grammars interact,42
the latter will tend to accommodate to the former rather than vice versa, so43
that they will converge on categorical language use. We test this hypothesis44
experimentally, using artificial language learning and interaction paradigms,45
and find evidence consistent with grammar-based asymmetric accommoda-46
tion. The paper thus introduces a new paradigm for testing mechanistic ac-47
counts of language change, and contributes to the growing literature seeking48
to explain fundamental properties of human language in terms of constraints49
operating on language learning and language use.50
Learning, use, and the evolution of variation51
Constraints on variation in natural language52
Variation is an inherent property of natural languages. It occurs both53
synchronically, in the phonetic, morphological and syntactic choices speakers54
make when constructing utterances, and diachronically, as languages change55
over time. Nonetheless, it is tightly constrained: variants tend to be condi-56
tioned either on grammatical or on socio-pragmatic context (Givo´n, 1985).57
Some variation is entirely deterministic. The English first person pro-58
noun, for example, takes the form I, when it functions as a subject (as in I59
like tennis), and the form me, when it functions as an object (as in He likes60
me or Give this to me). The forms of German articles are determined by the61
(grammatical) gender of the nouns they determine: ‘the man’ is der Mann,62
‘the woman’ is die Frau, and ‘the car’ is das Auto. When the choice of a63
constituent variant is conditioned by (one or more) other constituents in the64
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linguistic signal, one speaks of morpho-syntactic, or grammatical condition-65
ing. Such conditioning results in ‘grammatical patterning’ (Hockett, 1963),66
which is one of the definitional features of human language.67
Deterministic conditioning is not necessarily grammatical however. It can68
also be pragmatic. For example, in many languages, including English, the69
use of count nouns in the singular requires the marking of reference relations70
by means of either definite or indefinite determinatives. The choice between71
the definite and indefinite is determined by the speaker’s inferences about72
their addressees, specifically what the speaker thinks they know about the73
relevant utterance context: when they assume that a noun’s unique referent74
is known, they choose the, otherwise they choose a.75
Variation can also be probabilistic rather than deterministic. For in-76
stance, the so-called dative alternation in English (I gave Jessie an apple vs.77
I gave an apple to Jessie) is probabilistically conditioned on such parame-78
ters as the relative novelty of the referents of the two noun phrases, or their79
relative syntactic weight. Sociolinguistic variation can also be probabilistic:80
for instance, the pronunciation of English -ing (as in finding, running) takes81
one of two forms: [IN] or [In], and speakers’ choice varies according to the82
formality of the situation, the speaker’s gender (Fischer, 1958), or their social83
status (Shuy et al., 1967).84
In sum, natural linguistic variation tends not to be unpredictable or ran-85
dom. Instead, it is systematically constrained. Although conditioning factors86
may be complex and difficult to identify (Lass, 1984; Dixon, 1972; Labov,87
1963), truly unpredictable, unconditioned, or ‘free’ variation seems to be88
rare.89
The role of learning in constraining variation90
What are the mechanisms that constrain variation in natural languages?91
Several converging lines of evidence suggest that biases in language acquisi-92
tion play a crucial role. When adults learn new languages, they often use93
grammatical variants inconsistently (Newport, 1990; Johnson et al., 1996).94
Although the variants they produce may be conditioned by a range of factors,95
(Wolfram, 1985; Bayley, 1996), these factors work differently and idiosyn-96
cratically in different individuals. Thus, variability in the speech of adult97
learners is generally much higher than among native speakers. However,98
when children of adult second language learners are exposed to the variable99
and inconsistent output of their parents, they often eliminate the inconsisten-100
cies and regularise the language. Singleton & Newport (2004) describe the101
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case of a deaf child who acquired American Sign Language from his hearing102
parents, both of whom had learnt it (imperfectly) as adults. Although the103
parents’ signing contained highly variable and inconsistent morphology, the104
sign language of the child exhibited regular, consistent morphology.105
A similar process is observed in creolisation: an example of new language106
formation that occurs when adults with different linguistic backgrounds are107
brought together and are under pressure to communicate (see DeGraff, 1999,108
for a review on creolization and language change). The pidgins (or early cre-109
ole languages) which emerge in this situation tend to be highly variable, due110
to the diversity of grammatical structures of the contributing languages (e.g.111
Bickerton & Givo´n, 1976). Transmission of pidgins across speakers leads to112
the emergence of stable creole languages that exhibit grammatical proper-113
ties characteristic of natural languages, such as reduced and grammatically114
conditioned variation. Some attribute these changes to child learners (Bick-115
erton, 1981, 1984), while others argue for the important role of adult learners116
(Aitchison, 1996). For a review on regularization and creolization see Hudson117
Kam & Newport (2005).118
Observational work is supported by experiments using artificial language119
paradigms. In these experiments, participants are exposed to a miniature,120
experimenter-designed language containing unpredictable variation and are121
then asked to reproduce that language. Artificial language paradigms have a122
long history as a tool for exploring statistical or distributional learning. They123
have been used extensively to study word segmentation (e.g. Saffran et al.,124
1996), word learning (e.g. Yu & Smith, 2007; Smith & Yu, 2008), the learn-125
ing of grammatical categories (Frigo & McDonald, 1998; Gerken et al., 2005),126
and the acquisition of phonology (Chambers et al., 2010) and syntax (Reeder127
et al., 2013; Wonnacott et al., 2008, 2012) in both adults and children. A128
major advantage of artificial language paradigms is that they provide experi-129
mental control over learners’ linguistic input (Aslin et al., 1998), allowing for130
the dissociation of age and linguistic experience. There is also evidence that131
artificial languages are processed similarly to natural languages by learners132
(Wonnacott et al., 2008; Magnuson et al., 2003; Ettlinger et al., 2016; Fehe´r133
et al., 2016).134
These paradigms have been used to explore how learning biases shape lan-135
guage, for example when learners acquire a language with synonymous forms136
whose use varies unpredictably (unlike in a natural language). Pioneering137
experiments demonstrated that children eliminate unpredictable variation138
during learning, by eliminating all but one of the competing forms (Hudson139
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Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009) - just as observed by Singleton & Newport140
(2004) in a natural language setting. While adult learners are more likely141
to reproduce the probabilistic usage of variants and match the statistics of142
their input (known as probability matching), adults also eliminate variabil-143
ity when that variability is complex (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009;144
Hudson Kam, 2009) or when they have reason to believe that the variation145
is random rather than systematic (Perfors, 2016). On the other hand, chil-146
dren’s preferences for regularity are reduced if the learning task is simplified,147
e.g. by mixing novel function words and grammatical structures with familiar148
English vocabulary (Wonnacott, 2011).149
Related work explores how biases in learning can accumulate to shape lan-150
guages over longer time-spans. In experiments by Reali & Griffiths (2009),151
Smith & Wonnacott (2010), Smith et al. (2017) and Vihman et al. (2018),152
an artificial language exhibiting unpredictable variation is transmitted across153
chains of adult learners in iterated learning experiments, where the language154
produced by one learner becomes the target language for the next learner in155
a transmission chain. In these experiments, participants gradually eliminate156
unpredictability, thereby revealing cumulative effects of weak individual-level157
biases: while no single individual reshapes the language radically, each indi-158
vidual in the chain increases its regularity subtly. When such small changes159
accumulate, they eventually produce highly regular systems where variation160
is either eliminated entirely (Reali & Griffiths, 2009) or is preserved but be-161
comes grammatically conditioned (Smith & Wonnacott, 2010; Smith et al.,162
2017; Vihman et al., 2018). This finding is in line with a growing body of163
experimental work showing how universal structural properties of language164
emerge from learning biases when learning processes are iterated (see e.g.165
Kirby et al., 2014, for review).166
The role of language use in constraining variation167
Another important mechanism that shapes language structure is commu-168
nicative interaction (cf. e.g. Bybee & Beckner, 2009; Ibbotson, 2013; Lieven,169
2014; Lieven & Tomasello, 2008; Tomasello, 2003). Speakers acquire and use170
language interactively in a rich social environment. They learn not only by171
observation, but also by interacting with other language users and observ-172
ing such interactions, and interaction can therefore shape linguistic systems.173
When speakers adapt their language use to meet their communicative needs,174
this can result in innovation and can change the linguistic conventions of175
a community (e.g. Heine, 1997; Croft, 2000). For example, when linguis-176
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tic forms occur frequently, their occurrence becomes more predictable, and177
speakers can afford to pronounce them less distinctively. This may affect178
their mental representations, and may ultimately change the structure of a179
language (e.g. Bybee, 2001, 2006; Wedel, 2007; Garrod & Pickering, 2013).180
To become conventionalised in a language, of course, innovative uses need181
to spread in a community, and one way in which this can happen is through182
a process known by the name of either accommodation (Coupland, 2010) or183
alignment (Pickering & Garrod, 2004). Both labels refer to the phenomenon184
of interlocutors modifying their speech to match that of their partners dur-185
ing communicative interaction; the two distinct terms reflect two different186
approaches, highlighting different aspects of communication as the major187
driving force behind the observed convergence. Accommodation theory em-188
phasises the influence of social factors (Coupland, 1984; Soliz & Giles, 2014;189
Giles, 1984; Giles et al., 1991; Giles & Ogay, 2007; Trudgill, 2008), but it190
also acknowledges the importance of language-internal features, particularly191
their perceptual salience. For instance, when English and American speakers192
interact, the post-vocalic /r/1 in the speech of the latter is easy to perceive193
and therefore likely to be emulated (MacLeod, 2012). Alignment-based ac-194
counts on the other hand stress the automaticity of convergence. According195
to Pickering & Garrod (2004), convergence is caused by a simple priming196
mechanism: hearers activate the linguistic representations of the forms they197
perceive and this makes them more likely to use the same forms when they198
speak. Priming occurs at various levels of linguistic representation: phonetic199
(Giles et al., 1991), lexical (Brennan & Clark, 1996; Garrod & Anderson,200
1987), semantic (Garrod & Anderson, 1987; Garrod & Clark, 1993), and201
structural (Bock, 1986; Gries, 2005). Research on structural priming has202
demonstrated that priming rates are influenced by people’s beliefs about203
their interlocutors (including e.g. beliefs about their linguistic knowledge:204
Branigan et al., 2011; Loy & Smith, submitted).205
Several recent experimental studies have shed light on how processes oc-206
curring in communication might restructure unpredictably variable aspects207
of a language. Perfors (2016) found that participants trained on a variable208
input language produced more regular output when instructed to use the lan-209
guage as they think other participants might use it (in the absence of actual210
1More precisely: /r/ that does not occur before a vowel, i.e. /r/ in words such as car
or cart.
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communication). Similarly, Fehe´r et al. (2016) found that variation was re-211
duced during communicative interaction. This tendency to reduce variation212
during interaction could reflect active reasoning about the communicative213
consequences of variation. Deviations from a conventional way of convey-214
ing a particular idea can easily be taken to signal a difference in meaning215
(e.g. Horn, 1984; Clark, 1988). Therefore, producing unpredictable linguis-216
tic variation during communication might be dysfunctional: confronted with217
unpredictably alternating variants of a form, listeners might erroneously in-218
fer that the variation is meaningful after all (i.e. that each variant expresses219
something slightly different).220
A hypothesis: grammar-based asymmetric accommodation221
In the interaction-based experiment reported in Fehe´r et al. (2016), par-222
ticipants were trained on a shared target language that exhibited variation.223
Prior to interaction, participants typically reproduced the variable nature of224
their input successfully; during interaction, they converged with their part-225
ners in the way they used the language, eliminating variation. Here we226
extend this work to explore how this process of convergence unfolds when227
pairs of participants are trained on languages which differ systematically and228
qualitatively. In particular, we explore situations (motivated by cases of obli-229
gatorification in language change, discussed below) where one member of an230
interacting pair is trained on data that suggest categorical use of a given vari-231
ant, whereas their interlocutor sees that variant occurring probabilistically.232
The hypothesis we test is that the difference between categorical and233
probabilistic conditioning of linguistic constituents biases the direction of ac-234
commodation in favour of the former. In other words, we hypothesise that235
speakers who make variable use of a constituent will find it easier to accom-236
modate to speakers who use the same constituent categorically in specific237
grammatical contexts. This strikes us as plausible, because all variable users238
need to do in order to emulate categorical usage is to make maximal use of239
an option they already have in their grammar. On the other hand, in order240
for categorical users to accommodate successfully to their variable interlocu-241
tor, they would not only have to violate a constraint in their grammar, but242
also uncover the (potentially subtle) conditions that govern their partner’s243
choices. Since in such cases the direction of accommodation would not reflect244
social (power) relations between the participants, but would be primarily de-245
termined by differences between the grammars of the interlocutors, we dub246
our hypothesis grammar-based asymmetric accommodation.247
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An example from the history of English248
Our hypothesis receives support from the histories of natural languages,249
which provide rich evidence of changes where optional variants become oblig-250
atory in specific grammatical contexts. An example of such a change is the251
development of optionally used demonstrative pronouns into articles that252
are obligatory in certain noun phrases. Although this change has occurred in253
many languages (see e.g. Himmelmann, 1997; van de Velde, 2010; Vincent,254
1997), we briefly describe the emergence of definite articles in late Old En-255
glish to illustrate it (for details see Sommerer, 2011, 2012, and the references256
therein).257
The English article the derives from the masculine nominative singular se258
of the Old English deictic demonstrative se – seo – þæt. A defining feature259
that distinguishes articles from demonstratives is that they are grammatically260
obligatory under certain conditions. Thus, the English definite article must261
be used whenever a noun phrase headed by a common count noun refers262
to a unique entity (or set of entities) identified by the interlocutors. Its263
demonstrative predecessor, on the other hand, was used only optionally in264
such contexts. For example, it is present in the Old English example (1)265
below, but not in (2) or (3).266
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1. that in-text bit
takes one of two forms: [IN] or [In], and
2. the OE examples
(1) ˛a
Then
Eadmund
Edmund
clypode
summoned
ænne
a
bisceop
bishop
[. . . ]
[. . . ]
˛a
then
forhtode
was frightened
se bisceop
the bishop
‘Then Edmund summoned a bishop [. . . ] the bishop was frightened.’
(Ælfric Saints XXXII.56)
(2) Stonc
jumped
Da
then
æfter
behind
;
;
stane
rock
stearcheort
stouthearted,
onfand
found
;
;
feondes
enemy’s
fotlast
footprint
‘He jumped behind the/a rock, courageously, and discovered the
enemy’s footprint.’
(Beowulf 2288)
(3) Gecyste
kissed
˛a
then
;
;
cyning
king
;
;
æ˛elum
nobles.dat
god,
good
;
;
˛eoden
Lord of
;
;
Scyldinga,
Scyldings
;
;
Degn
warrior
betstan
best
‘The good king of the nobles, the lord of the Shieldings, kissed
the best warrior.’
(Beowulf 1870)
1
267
What is important in this case of article emergence is that a constituent268
whose use had been pragmatically and probabilistically conditioned became269
grammatically obligatory. Thus, the Old English demonstrative was used for270
indicating that a noun phrase had a unique referent, but it was used only271
optionally, i.e. when speakers believed that it was helpful or even necessary272
to indicate this. In cases where the referent of a noun phrase was evident,273
there was no need for an explicit marker. Of course, assessing whether an274
explicit reference marker should be used or not would have depended on275
a variety of situational and social factors. On the one hand, for instance,276
speakers would have to estimate what their addressees could be expected to277
know and be aware of, and on the other, they would have to decide how polite278
and communicatively helpful they should be. Such assessments are highly279
subjective and may reflect variable, culture-specific politeness conventions280
(see e.g. Leafgren, 2002; Leech, 2014). Therefore, demonstrative use would281
have been probabilistically rather than categorically conditioned.282
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Figure 1: The change from demonstrative to definite article in Old English.
In contrast, the newly emergent article had to be used whenever a noun283
phrase had a referent that was assumed to be known to both interlocutors,284
no matter if the identity of that referent was self-evident or whether the285
article was required to facilitate its identification. Thus, a crucial difference286
between the demonstrative and newly emerging article was that the former287
was still used variably and was pragmatically conditioned, while the latter288
was obligatory and grammatically conditioned, as shown in Fig. 1.289
Obligatorification as a general process290
Processes by which the (pragmatic) probabilistic conditioning of a con-291
stituent comes to be categorical and grammatical are attested not only in292
article emergence. They occur frequently in changes known collectively as293
grammaticalisation. Another case from the history of English would be the294
development of do into an obligatory maker of questions and negations, and295
the literature provides many examples from other languages as well (see e.g.296
Diewald & Smirnova, 2010; Reino¨hl, 2016). In studies of grammaticalisation,297
the establishment of categorical grammatical conditioning is called obligatori-298
fication. In obligatorification a linguistic sign loses “paradigmatic [... and]299
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syntagmatic variability[, i.e.] the possibility of using other signs in its stead300
or of omitting it altogether[, and ...] the possibility of shifting it around in301
its construction” (Lehmann, 1985).302
Although instances of obligatorification are widely attested in the histo-303
ries of languages, the focus of historical linguistic research has been mostly304
on identifying and describing relevant cases. As to their explanation, the305
roles of usage and cognition in grammaticalisation have been studied in-306
tensely, but neither the potential role of interaction nor the specific aspect307
of obligatorification have received much attention. An explicitly cognitive308
theory of grammaticalisation is represented in the work of Joan Bybee (e. g.309
Bybee, 2010), for example. There, the emergence of obligatory constituent310
use is conceived of as a gradual process, in which the productivity of gram-311
matical patterns gets extended and maximised. Frequency and analogy are312
shown to play important roles, but interaction and accommodation are not313
specifically considered. Therefore, our study complements extant work on314
grammaticalisation in that respect.315
Our focus is on the role of interaction in spreading obligatory usage pat-316
terns in communities, and our conceptual starting point is a mixed commu-317
nity of speakers, where some use a variant categorically in specific gram-318
matical contexts, while others use it in the same contexts but variably so.319
Several viable hypotheses for how such scenarios may arise in the first place320
can be derived from the literature. For instance, (over-)generalisation during321
language acquisition (Wolff, 1982) would represent a plausible mechanism.322
Young children are more likely than adults to regularise probabilistic input323
(Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005, 2009), and this regularisation can involve324
over-using the most frequent form in the input. In the case of article emer-325
gence, for example, a child who is exposed to input in which a sufficiently326
large proportion of noun phrases with definite reference take the article might327
infer that the article is to be used in all of them. At the same time, maxi-328
mal article usage would not be perceived as illicit by adult speakers, whose329
grammar provides the option after all. Thus, it may come to stabilise in330
the learner’s language. In other words, it does not strike us as implausible331
that categorical use of a constituent should emerge in some individuals in a332
community where it is used optionally, albeit frequently. At the same time,333
and as pointed out above, this is not the issue our paper addresses, and will334
require more research in its own right.335
Instead, we ask whether optional or categorical usage patterns are more336
likely to be adopted through accommodation in communicative interaction,337
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and hypothesise that the latter is the case. As indicated above, we suspect338
that the categorical, grammatically conditioned use of a constituent should be339
easy to emulate by speakers who have learned to use a constituent optionally340
under specific pragmatic conditions. In contrast, speakers who have learnt341
to use it categorically in specific grammatical contexts will find it difficult342
to violate their grammar and to imitate patterns that are probabilistically343
variable. Should this be the case, it would predict that categorical and344
variable users will converge on categorical use when they accommodate to345
each other. This would predict, in turn, that categorical usage patterns that346
emerge in a speech community will spread at the cost of variable ones, which347
would serve to explain the frequency of obligatorification in language change.348
This study349
In order to test what we have called the grammar-based asymmetric ac-350
commodation hypothesis, we use experimental techniques that have been351
developed for studying the acquisition and use of variable linguistic systems352
(reviewed above). The specific experiments reported here were designed to353
test whether and under what conditions interaction leads to obligatorifica-354
tion. Although evidence of obligatorification comes from language history,355
our experiments do not attempt to replicate a particular language change356
(such as the emergence of articles in English). Instead, we employ a specifi-357
cally designed artificial language to address the problem in the most general358
terms possible.359
In Experiment 1 we test whether interaction results in convergence be-360
tween variably-trained interlocutors and in a loss of variation overall, even361
in situations where individuals differ markedly in their pre-interaction use of362
a variable grammatical marker. Experiment 1 also provides a control condi-363
tion for Experiment 2, where we directly test the grammar-based asymmet-364
ric accommodation hypothesis: do we see an asymmetry in accommodation365
between interlocutors, such that individuals with variable grammars accom-366
modate to categorical users but not vice versa?367
Although these experiments were inspired by the emergence of the En-368
glish article, we simplify away from the details of this case in two respects.369
First, we test number marking instead of definiteness. This is because num-370
ber distinctions can be easily represented and controlled in experimental se-371
tups, whereas distinctions between referents that participants want to count372
as either having been identified or not depend so strongly on their subjec-373
tive interpretations that they cannot be reliably controlled in experiments.374
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Second, when we train participants on variable use, we expose them to ran-375
dom variation rather than to variation that is subtly conditioned by the376
complex interplay of various pragmatic factors (such as assumptions about377
shared knowledge and politeness). The rationale behind this simplification378
is twofold. On the one hand, participants trained on variable use may in any379
case apply their own hypotheses about potential conditioning factors when380
trying to reproduce variation. On the other hand, categorically trained par-381
ticipants are unlikely to be able to distinguish between random variation and382
complexly conditioned variation when they are exposed to it.383
Experiment 1384
In Experiment 1 we test whether interaction results in convergence be-385
tween variably-trained interlocutors and in a loss of variation overall, even386
in situations where individuals differ markedly in their pre-interaction use of387
a variable grammatical marker.388
Method389
Participants390
Eighty participants were recruited from the University of Edinburgh’s391
Student and Graduate Employment service and the University of Warwick’s392
sign-up system for Psychology and Behavioural Science research. Partici-393
pants were recruited to take part in a miniature language communication394
experiment and were paid £8-10 for their participation (depending on the395
time it took them to finish the experiment).2396
2We initially ran 40 participants for Experiment 1, and 40 for Experiment 2, all tested
at the University of Edinburgh. During the review process we were asked to increase our
sample size, and therefore doubled the sample size in both experiments, with the second
batch of participants recruited at the University of Warwick. In general the pattern of
results in the data collected across the two sites are highly consistent in both experiments,
and there were no cases where an effect which was significant in the original data set
(i.e. p < .05) fell below this significance threshold in the enlarged dataset; there are a
small number of cases where effects which were marginal in the original dataset are now
significant, or where effects were n.s. in the original dataset but are now marginal. Since
these cases do not change our interpretation of our results we do not flag them up here.
The full dataset, including an indication of the testing site for each participant, is available
online, link provided at the start of the Results section.
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Procedure: summary397
Participants used an online system to sign up for the experiment individ-398
ually, but were scheduled to arrive in the lab in pairs. After briefing, they399
were seated in isolation in sound-proof booths, and worked through a com-400
puter program which presented and tested them on an artificial language,401
and then allowed them to use that language to communicate remotely with402
their partner, another participant going through the experiment at the same403
time. The language was text-based: participants observed pictures and text404
displayed on the screen and entered their responses using the keyboard.405
Procedure: Language Training and Testing406
Participants progressed through a six-stage training and testing regime.407
1) Noun training: Participants viewed pictures of six cartoon animals (bird,408
elephant, frog, insect, pig, shark) along with nonsense nouns which were409
intended to be memorable and transparently related to their associated ref-410
erent animal (beeko, trunko, hoppo, bugo, oinko and fino). Each presentation411
lasted 3 seconds, after which the text (but not the picture) disappeared412
and participants were instructed to retype that text. Participants received 4413
blocks of training, each consisting of one presentation of each noun in random414
order. Presentation order for the two members of a pair was randomised in-415
dependently throughout training and individual testing. In order to keep the416
participants roughly synchronised, participants were only allowed to progress417
to the next block of training/testing when their partner was also ready to418
begin the corresponding block.419
2) Noun testing: Participants were presented with a picture of an animal,420
without accompanying text, and were asked to provide the appropriate label.421
Participants were tested on each animal once, in random order.422
3) Sentence training: Participants were exposed to sentences paired with423
visual scenes. Scenes showed either single animals or pairs of animals (of424
the same type) performing one of two possible actions, depicted graphically425
using arrows: either a straight left-to-right movement, or a bouncing left-426
to-right movement. Sentences were presented in the same manner as nouns427
(participants viewed a scene plus text, then retyped the text). The language428
is presented in Fig. 2: each description consisted of a nonsense verb (wooshla429
for straight movement, boingla for bouncing movement), a noun (the same430
nouns as in noun training) and a number marker. Each pair of participants431
was assigned two number markers, one which was used to mark the singular432
and one which was used to mark the plural, selected randomly from the set433
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SSingular → V N M1 (p = α)
SSingular → V N (p = 1− α)
SPlural → V N M2
N → {beeko, trunko, hoppo, bugo, oinko, fino}
V → {wooshla, boingla}
M1 → bup
M2 → dak
Figure 2: The grammar of the target language. The language explicitly marks the plural
with a marker M2 (randomly pre-selected from a list of 8 possible markers — in the
example grammar, the plural marker is dak), but the singular is either marked with M1
(selected from the same list of possible markers — in this example, the overt singular
marker is bup) or left unmarked. The probability, α, with which the singular marker
appears varies according to condition; the possible values of α in Experiment 1 are 1/6,
1/3, 2/3 or 5/6.
bup, dak, jeb, kem, pag, tid, wib, yav. For instance, if the randomly-selected434
markers were bup and dak, then one bird moving straight would be labelled435
wooshla beeko bup or wooshla beeko (depending on whether the singular was436
marked, see below), and two sharks bouncing would be labelled boingla fino437
dak. Each of the 24 possible scenes (6 animals x 2 motions x 2 numbers) was438
presented six times during training (in six blocks, order randomised within439
blocks).440
4) Recall test 1: Participants viewed the same 24 scenes without accompa-441
nying text and were asked to enter the appropriate sentence. Each of the 24442
scenes was presented three times (in three blocks, order randomised within443
blocks).444
5) Interactive testing: Participants played a director-matcher game in which445
they alternated describing a scene for their partner, and selecting a scene446
based on their partner’s description. When directing, participants were pre-447
sented with a scene (drawn from the set of 24 possible scenes) and prompted448
to type the description so their partner could identify it. This description449
was then passed to their partner3, who had to identify the correct scene (by450
3In fact the closest legal description was passed to their partner, to prevent participants
communicating using English or any system other than the language they were trained on:
the string produced by the director was checked against all 36 legal strings in the language
the participants were trained on (2 verbs x 6 nouns x three possible markers [null, M1,
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button-press) from an array of 8 possibilities: these 8 possibilities contained451
two animal types (the animal in the director’s scene plus one other randomly-452
selected animal type), both motions (straight and bounce) and both numbers453
(singular and plural), and thus were guaranteed to contain the target but in454
themselves provide no information as to the correct target. After each trial455
both participants then received feedback (either success or failure) and an456
updated score (“Score so far: X out of Y”). Participants played 96 such457
communication games, organised into two blocks of 48 trials, such that each458
participant directed once for each possible scene within each block (order459
randomised within blocks, a randomly-selected member of the pair directing460
first in each block and the participants alternating roles for the remainder of461
the block).462
6) Recall test 2: As in recall test 1, participants once again viewed the same463
24 scenes without accompanying text and were asked to enter the appropriate464
sentence. Participants were specifically instructed to remember the language465
they were initially taught. Each of the 24 scenes was presented three times466
(in three blocks, order randomised within blocks). By comparing this second467
post-interaction recall test to pre-interaction recall we can evaluate whether468
any changes in marker use occurring during interaction persist beyond that469
interaction.470
Manipulation: Variable marking of the singular471
The training language provided post-nominal particles to mark singular472
and plural (Fig. 2). The plural was consistently marked for all partici-473
pants throughout training: every sentence labelling a scene featuring two474
animals included the appropriate post-nominal marker. We manipulated the475
frequency with which participants saw overt marking of the singular during476
training: participants saw singular marking on 5 in 6 singulars (for conve-477
nience, we refer to this as 83% marking) with the remainder unmarked (i.e.478
in unmarked sentences, the sentence contained only the verb and the noun),479
M2]), and the closest legal string (by Levenstein string-edit distance) was transferred to the
matcher. This is purely an issue of experimental control: our intention was to constrain
the effects of interaction to altering the frequencies of the linguistic variants provided
in the target language, rather than allowing participants to introduce new variants and
depart radically from the target language during interaction. This substantially simplifies
our analysis, but also constrains the solutions participants arrive at to those which speak
directly to the hypotheses this experiment was designed to test. In practice, errors were
rare and essentially restricted to typos (e.g. beko instead of beeko).
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or 2 in 3 singulars marked (66% marking), or 1 in 3 singulars marked (33%480
marking), or 1 in 6 singulars marked (17% marking). The training data481
was constructed such that singular marking was unconditioned and unpre-482
dictable: across the 6 blocks of training, every noun was marked for singular483
an equal number of times, and every verb appeared with a marked singular484
an equal number of times.485
Participants within a pair differed in the language they were trained on.486
We ran two combinations of pairings. We will refer to the participant trained487
on the higher frequency of singular marking as P1 and the participant trained488
on the lower frequency as P2. In the 66-33 condition (20 participant pairs),489
P1 was trained on 66% marking, P2 was trained on 33% marking; in the490
83-17 condition (20 participant pairs), P1 was trained on 83% marking, P2491
on 17% marking. These two conditions allow us to test whether interaction492
leads to the reduction or elimination of unpredictable variation in singular493
marking, and whether this is dependent on the degree of similarity between494
participants prior to interacting: the difference in frequency of marked sin-495
gulars during training is much greater in the 83-17 condition than the 66-33496
condition.497
Analyses498
Each participant produced 192 typed descriptions across the three test499
phases of the experiment: 72 at recall test 1 (henceforth Recall 1), 48 dur-500
ing interaction, 72 at recall test 2 (Recall 2). Our hypotheses concern the501
marking of the singular, which is marked variably during training. For the502
purposes of statistical analysis, we therefore automatically coded each de-503
scription which referred to a scene in which there was a single animal in the504
following way. Taking the description typed by the participant, we split that505
description into a series of words, by splitting the string at spaces (ignor-506
ing leading or trailing whitespace). Those words were then categorised as507
Noun, Verb or Marker, by comparison to the list of 16 legal words (6 nouns,508
2 verbs, 8 possible number markers), by identifying the closest legal word509
(by Levenstein distance) — for instance, beko would be classified as a Noun,510
as its closest legal match (beeko) is a Noun. This process generates a list of511
categories for each typed description. Descriptions consisting of the sequence512
Verb-Noun were classified as unmarked singulars; descriptions consisting of513
the sequence Verb-Noun-Marker were classed as marked singulars; all other514
sequences of categories were classed as NA, and excluded from the analyses515
that follow.516
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This produces a binary dependent variable for every trial, which makes517
this data in principle suitable for analysis using logistic regression. However,518
the nature of the data (many participants produce marked or unmarked sin-519
gulars categorically during interaction, particularly in Experiment 2) leads520
to extensive problems with convergence when using e.g. glmer in R (Bates521
et al., 2015). We therefore calculated the proportion of trials for each par-522
ticipant which feature a marked singular at a given phase of the experiment.523
The resulting distributions of proportions are highly non-normal; we there-524
fore exclusively use non-parametric inferential statistics. To evaluate the525
degree of change we calculated by-participant differences (e.g. difference526
between the training proportion of marked singulars and that produced at527
Recall 1; difference in proportion of marked singulars produced at Recall 1528
and during interaction) and then run statistics on those difference scores.529
We use the Wilcoxon signed rank test (testing whether the median difference530
score is significantly different from 0, i.e. do participants change?). We use531
the Wilcoxon rank sum test for comparisons between groups (e.g. does the532
amount of change seen in P1s differ from that seen in P2s?; does the amount533
of change in the 66-33 condition differ from that seen in the 83-17 condition?).534
In order to test for statistical interactions in between-group factors (i.e. do535
P1 and P2 differ between conditions in the extent to which they change their536
behaviour?) we calculate a difference-in-change score for each pair (change in537
marked singular use for P1 minus change in marked singular use for P2) and538
then compare those difference-in-change scores across conditions using the539
Wilcoxon rank sum test: a significant difference indicates an interaction, i.e.540
the extent to which P1 and P2 differ depends on condition. Finally, we also541
analyse changes in within-pair difference in marker use at various phases of542
the experiment, i.e. do interacting pairs become more similar in their use of543
the singular marker during interaction? To do this we calculate a within-pair544
difference in marker use, which is simply the absolute difference in marker545
use between P1 and P2 in a given pair, and then look at changes in those546
within-pair difference scores over various phases of the experiment as above.547
Both the rank sum and signed rank test statistics are computed using the548
wilcox.test command in R version 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018): in R the549
rank sum test returns a test statistic W , the signed rank test returns a test550
statistic V .551
The full dataset and all analysis code, as well as various supplemental552
figures, for this experiment and Experiment 2 are available online at https:553
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Figure 3: Proportion of trials in which the singular was marked, in training (determined
by condition), Recall 1, interaction (split by block) and the post-interaction Recall 2. Each
pair is represented by two lines, one per participant, sharing the same colour: alignment
between participants is therefore reflected in lines of matching colour converging. See also
Fig. A.1
//github.com/kennysmithed/Asymmetric.4554
Results555
Performance during the communicative portion of the task was extremely556
high throughout, and varied little across conditions or across the two blocks557
in interaction: the mean number of successful trials (in which the matcher558
selected the picture presented to the director) was 46.625 out of 48 in the559
66-33 condition (46.65 in the first block of interaction, 46.6 in the second),560
46.9 in the 83-17 condition (46.55 in block 1; 47.25 in block 2).561
Our main dependent variable of interest is participants’ use of the singular562
marker. Fig. 3 shows the full data for use of the singular marker across563
training, individual testing and two blocks of interaction (see Fig. A.1 for564
separate by-pair plots). Fig. 4 provides means for the various phases.565
In both conditions, we see variable responses during Recall 1, and rapid566
alignment during interaction. Most pairs align on either systematic use (11567
pairs) or systematic non-use (20 pairs), with an overall preference for non-568
4Note for review: we will archive the data on the University of Edinburgh’s DataShare
service (which provides curation and long-term archive support) on acceptance; we are
using github in the interim.
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Figure 4: Mean proportion of trials in which the singular was marked in training (deter-
mined by condition), Recall 1, interaction (split by block) and the post-interaction Recall
2, for the 66-33 condition (upper panels) and 83-17 condition (lower panels). Error bars
indicate bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals, obtained using 10,000 bootstrap samples
and the percentile method. Note that these error bars reflect the variance within each
participant group at each stage, and cannot be interpreted as within-subjects confidence
intervals indicating reliability of change within subjects.
use reflected in the low average frequency of marking of singulars during569
interaction. Finally, some but not all participants return to being variable570
users in the post-interaction Recall 2.571
The statistical analyses in the following sections seek to answer four ques-572
tions. Firstly, did participants probability match during individual testing,573
i.e. reproduce the marker frequency they were trained on? Secondly, did574
participants change their use of the singular marker during interaction, rela-575
tive to their use of the marker during Recall 1? Third, did participants align576
during interaction, i.e. come to use the singular marker in the same way as577
their partner, and if so, was this modulated by similarity of their training578
data, i.e. did it differ across conditions? Fourth, did the effects of interaction579
persist into the post-interaction recall test — i.e., did participants revert to580
their pre-interaction recollection of the language, or was their estimate of the581
frequency of singular marking changed by interaction? We evaluate these582
questions using two measures: we measure how the participants’ use of the583
singular marker changes across the course of the experiment (see Figure 5),584
and how within-pair difference (i.e. the absolute difference between the pro-585
portion of marked singulars produced by P1 and P2, see Figure 6) changes586
across the course of the experiment.587
Change in marker usage588
Figure 55 plots the change in marker usage across three key phases of589
our experiment, comparing proportion of marked singulars produced during590
Recall 1 to that seen during training (upper figure); change from Recall 1 to591
block 2 of interaction (middle), and change from Recall 1 to Recall 2 (lower).592
The change in frequency of singular marking between participants’ train-593
ing data and their productions in Recall 1 indexes the extent to which par-594
ticipants are probability matching: change values of around 0 are indicative595
of probability matching, i.e. reproducing the singular marker in the pro-596
portion seen during training. During Recall 1, participants exhibit a great597
5Annotations associated with individual bars indicate significance of comparison to 0,
i.e. whether the amount of change is significantly different from 0 (n.s. = p > .1; * =
p < .05; ** = p < .01; *** = p < .001); differences between conditions are indicated
by horizontal bars and an associated annotation. The absence of an annotation indicates
the specific test was not run — in particular, note that we do not test each condition
separately unless licensed to do so by a significant difference between conditions or a
significant interaction.
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Figure 5: Change in proportion of marked singulars from training to Recall 1 (upper),
from Recall 1 to block 2 of interaction (middle) and from Recall 1 to Recall 2 (lower). In
all cases, change is calculated as proportion of marked singulars at the later stage of the
experiment minus the proportion of marked singulars at the earlier stage - i.e. positive
values indicate an increase in singular marking, negative values indicate a decrease. We
show the data for both conditions combined, in addition to separated by condition, since
the analyses in the main text often indicate no significant effects of condition and no
condition by P1/P2 interaction. See footnote 5 for details of annotations. These are
standard Tukey boxplots.
deal of variation in marker use, with some completely eliminating one of598
the markers (see Fig. A.1). The participant population collectively exhibit599
probability matching behaviour: collapsing across conditions and P1/P2,600
the change from training to Recall 1 is not significantly different from zero601
(V = 1643, p = .611); however, while there is no significant difference be-602
tween conditions in the training-to-Recall 1 difference scores (n. s. effect603
of condition: W = 964, p = .115), there is a significant difference be-604
tween P1 (trained on the higher proportion of marked singulars) and P2605
(W = 1099.5, p = .004); the interaction between condition and P1/P2 is not606
significant (W = 207, p = .860), suggesting this difference between P1 and607
P2 is roughly equivalent in both conditions. Considering P1 and P2 data608
separately, and collapsing across condition, P1s mark singulars marginally609
more frequently than in their input (the change from training to Recall 1610
is marginally significantly different from 0, V = 530, p = .051), while P2s611
produce fewer marked singulars than exemplified in their input (change is612
significantly less than 0, P2: V = 240.5, p = .037). This pattern of results613
suggest that participants are drawn somewhat towards the regular extremes614
of either always or never marking the singular, depending on whether the615
marked singular is the more or less frequent option in their input; a similar616
tendency is seen in other studies of variation learning, e.g. Ferdinand et al.617
(2019).618
The change in frequency of singular marking between Recall 1 and inter-619
action (specifically, the second block of interaction, allowing for the possibil-620
ity that marker use is fluid during the early stages of interaction) allows us621
to test whether participants continue to reproduce similar amounts of vari-622
ability during interaction, or whether interaction changes their use of the623
singular marker. These change values are shown in the middle panel of Fig-624
ure 5. Interaction substantially changes marker use in both conditions (n.625
s. difference between conditions: W = 816.5, p = .877); however, P1 and P2626
show different amounts of change (significant effect of the P1/P2 difference,627
collapsing across conditions: W = 531, p = .009), and there is some evi-628
dence of an interaction between condition and P1/P2 (W = 277, p = .038).629
The change in singular marking over the entire data set is significantly neg-630
ative, indicating a tendency to reduce singular marking during interaction631
(the change from Recall 1 to interaction block 2 is significantly non-zero,632
V = 548.5, p = .007); considering P1 (trained on the higher proportion of633
marked singulars) and P2 (trained on the lower proportion) separately and634
collapsing across conditions, P1s show this reduction in singular marking635
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(V = 33, p < .001) whereas P2s do not (V = 283, p = .972) as they and their636
partner converge on a system which was closer to their infrequent use of the637
singular marker during Recall 1. Indeed, as can be seen in Fig. 3, most pairs638
converge during interaction on systems which either never or (more rarely)639
always mark the singular. Given the indication of an interaction between640
condition and P1/P2, we also consider each condition separately; both con-641
ditions show marginal differences between P1s and P2s, although this differ-642
ence is clearer in the 83-17 condition (66-33 condition: W = 135.5, p = .082;643
83-17 condition: W = 130, p = .057); in both conditions P1s show a signifi-644
cant reduction in singular marking whereas P2s do not (66-33 condition, P1s:645
V = 6, p = .006; 83-17 condition, P1s: V = 10, p = .008; 66-33 condition,646
P2s: V = 85, p = 1; 83-17 condition, P2s: V = 54, p = .754).647
Finally, the change in singular marking from Recall 1 (pre-interaction) to648
Recall 2 (post-interaction) indicates whether the reduction in singular mark-649
ing during interaction persists beyond that interaction — in other words,650
during Recall 2, did participants revert to their pre-interaction recollection651
of the language, or was their recollection of the frequency of singular marking652
in their training changed by their behaviour and their partner’s behaviour653
during interaction? The lower panel of Figure 5 shows this measure of the654
lasting effects of interaction. The difference between conditions is not signif-655
icant (W = 861.5, p = .554); collapsing across conditions, there is a marginal656
difference between P1 and P2 (W = 609, p = .064) suggesting that the657
participants might differ in the extent to which interaction leads to lasting658
changes in singular marking; the absence of an interaction between condition659
and P1/P2 (W = 247, p = .208) suggests this P1/P2 difference is roughly660
equivalent across conditions. Collapsing across conditions and P1/P2, our661
entire data set shows a significantly non-zero change (V = 542, p = .010),662
suggesting that there is a small but measurable tendency for the reduction663
in singular marking during interaction to persist beyond the duration of the664
interaction. An analysis of P1 and P2 separately, collapsing across condition,665
suggests this effect is largely borne by the P1 participants, who were trained666
on more frequent singular marking and changed their behaviour more during667
interaction: P1s show a significant reduction in marker use from Recall 1 to668
Recall 2 (V = 61.5, p = .001), whereas P2s do not (V = 229.5, p = .724).669
Change in within-pair differences670
The results above are for individual participants, and do not speak di-671
rectly to the hypothesis that interlocutors will converge in their use of the672
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singular marker during interaction. As can be seen in Fig. 3, there is a673
strong tendency for pairs of participants to converge on a shared system of674
using the singular marker. Figure 6 plots within-pair difference in singular675
marking across the various stages of the experiment, as well as the change in676
within-pair difference at several key stages.677
Within-pair differences during Recall 1 reflect the differences in the fre-678
quency of singular marking in the participants’ training data, as expected679
given that our participants are probability matching or even pulling apart680
slightly as they move towards a more extreme use of the singular marker.681
However, within-pair differences sharply reduce during interaction, as is clear682
from the lower panel of Figure 6 showing change in within-pair difference683
from Recall 1 to interaction block 2. As suggested by the Figure, there is684
at most a marginal difference between conditions in the amount of change685
in within-pair difference (W = 265.5, p = .079); across the whole data set686
there is a significant reduction in within-pair difference from recall test 1687
to interaction block 2, indicating convergence on a shared system of marker688
use (V = 26.5, p < .001), an effect which is robust in both conditions if689
considered separately (66-33 condition: V = 1.5, p < .001; 83-17 condition:690
V = 11, p < .001).6691
Finally, the change in within-pair difference between pre-interaction Re-692
call 1 and post-interaction Recall 2 speaks to the lasting effects of inter-693
action on participants’ use of the singular marker. As can be seen from694
Figure 6, there is a small but statistically significant reduction in within-695
pair difference from Recall 1 to Recall 2 (n.s. difference between conditions,696
6A reviewer asked if this reduction in within-pair difference reflects convergence within
pairs, or if similar reductions in within-pair difference could arise as a by-product of most
participants becoming independently consistent. To evaluate this hypothesis, we compared
the mean within-pair difference in our data set at interaction block 2 (0.11) with the
distribution of within-pair differences obtained by randomly shuffling participants across
pairs. We generated 1000 pseudo-pairings by re-assigning participants to pseudo-pairs
while respecting condition and participant (i.e. P1s from the 66-33 condition were only
ever re-paired with P2s from the 66-33 condition) and measuring the mean within-pair
difference at interaction block 2 in these new pseudo-pairings. The pseudo-pairings had
reliably higher within-pair difference (the mean of the mean within-pair differences in
1000 randomisations was 0.46, and there were no cases where a random pseudo-pairing
had mean within-pair difference equal to or lower than the mean of the veridical within-
pair differences), indicating that this reduction in within-pair difference reflects genuine
convergence in singular marking between interacting individuals.
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Figure 6: The upper panel shows the within-pair differences in marker use across the 5
stages of the experiment; the lower panels shows the change in those within-pair differences
change from Recall 1 to interaction block 2, and from Recall 1 to Recall 2 — negative
values for change indicate increased alignment between participants within a pair.
W = 182.5, p = .646; significantly non-zero change in within-pair difference,697
V = 197, p = .007), again providing some evidence that the effects of inter-698
action persist beyond the duration of that interaction.699
Discussion of Experiment 1700
In Experiment 1 we trained participants on artificial languages exhibit-701
ing unpredictable variation in singular marking. In an individual recall test,702
participants on average produced the markers in a similar proportion as they703
occurred in their training language, although there was some evidence that704
participants were drawn somewhat towards extreme proportions. This find-705
ing is in line with previous research showing that adults are able to ex-706
tract statistical properties from variable linguistic input (e.g. Hudson Kam707
& Newport, 2009; Perfors, 2016; Ferdinand et al., 2019), perhaps with some708
bias towards categoriality/regularity. Despite a tendency to produce variable709
marking, during the initial recall test, when participants used the language710
in a subsequent interaction task, they eliminated the variability and rapidly711
converged on systematic usage or non-usage of the marker. This is consis-712
tent with the results reported by Fehe´r et al. (2016), who show similar effects713
for artificial languages exhibiting unpredictably-variable word order. Previ-714
ous research has shown that alignment does enhance communicative success715
(Pickering & Garrod, 2006), and that communicative design can affect local716
alignment (Branigan et al., 2011): the convergence to a common linguistic717
system in our study might therefore be because convergence better serves the718
purposes of interaction, in this case the correct identification of images.719
Participants in Experiment 1 showed a preference for eliminating the720
singular marker, as evidenced by the overall drop in singular marking and the721
fact that P1s (trained on the higher frequency of marked singulars) showed722
greater reduction in singular marking than P2s. This could have been due723
to the fact that their native language, English, does not mark the singular.724
Alternatively, they might have noticed that it was more economical to omit725
the marker, since it was not necessary for disambiguation since plurals were726
always marked. In either case, this preference in Experiment 1 to eliminate727
singular marking provides an important contrast to the results of Experiment728
2.729
Finally, the post-interaction recall test provides some evidence that inter-730
action had a small but lasting effect on participants’ memory of their input731
language — these effects are quite variable, relatively small, and most pro-732
nounced in the individuals who change most during interaction (i.e. P1s,733
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particularly in the 83-17 condition). In the general discussion we return to734
the question of whether a lasting effect of interaction is necessary for the735
regularising effects of interaction to play a direct role in language change.736
Experiment 2737
In Experiment 1, a change in marker use occurred very quickly during738
interaction, which could have been due to the fact that both participants in a739
pair were trained on a variable linguistic system, so when one of them dropped740
the marker, the other could follow suit without having to violate the rules of741
the grammar they had learnt during training. However, as discussed in the742
introduction, there are good reasons to expect that interaction will play out743
differently when one of the interacting individuals believes that marker use744
should be categorical, i.e. non-variable — if the grammar-based asymmetric745
accommodation hypothesis is correct, such individuals will be reluctant to746
change their behaviour to align with variable partners. Experiment 2 allows747
us test this hypothesis.748
Method749
Participants750
Eighty-two participants were recruited from the University of Edinburgh’s751
Student and Graduate Employment service and the University of Warwick’s752
sign-up system for Psychology and Behavioural Science research to take part753
in an experiment that involves learning and interacting in a miniature arti-754
ficial language. As in Experiment 1, participants were paid £8-10 for their755
participation (depending on time spent in the experimental booth).756
Procedure757
The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1: par-758
ticipants were tested in pairs, worked through a computer program which759
presented and tested them on an artificial language, and then allowed them760
to use that language to communicate remotely with their partner.761
Variable marking of the singular762
As in Experiment 1, the training language provided post-nominal par-763
ticles to mark singular and plural, with the plural consistently marked for764
all participants throughout training. As in Experiment 1 we manipulated765
the extent to which participants saw overt marking of the singular during766
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training: participants either saw consistent categorical marking of the sin-767
gular (100% marking), singular marking on 2 in 3 singulars (66% marking),768
or singular marking on 1 in 3 singulars (33% marking). For variably-trained769
participants, as in Experiment 1, the training data was constructed such that770
singular marking was unpredictable: every noun was marked for singular an771
equal number of times, and every verb appeared with a marked singular an772
equal number of times.773
As in Experiment 1, participants within a pair differed in the language774
they were trained on. We ran 41 pairs: in the 100-66 condition (20 pairs), P1775
was trained on 100% (categorical) marking, P2 was trained on 66% (variable)776
marking; in the 100-33 condition (21 pairs7), P1 was trained on categorical777
marking, P2 on 33% variable marking. These two conditions therefore both778
feature one categorically-trained participant and one variably-trained par-779
ticipant, with the difference in training frequency of marked singulars (33%780
difference in the 100-66 condition, 66% difference in the 100-33 condition),781
matched to the within-pair differences in Experiment 1.782
Note that we make the categorical participants in every case categori-783
cal users, rather than non-users. This is a more conservative test of the784
grammar-based asymmetric accommodation hypothesis than using categori-785
cal non-users. Recall that Experiment 1 showed that participants tended to786
converge on non-marking of the singular, either because it is simply easier or787
due to interference from English (where the singular is unmarked). If we used788
categorical non-marking in Experiment 2 then any asymmetry in accommo-789
dation (which would in that case favour categorical non-marking) could be790
driven either by asymmetric accommodation or a preference to eliminate the791
redundant/non-English marker. In contrast, asymmetric accommodation to792
categorical use of the singular marker cannot be explained simply due to a793
more general tendency to omit the singular marker. Similarly, using categori-794
cal singular marking allows us to test whether the potential bias from English795
to drop the singular marker can be overcome in the right circumstances —796
again, any interference from English will tend to act against asymmetric ac-797
commodation in our experimental design, making this the more conservative798
test of our hypothesis.799
7We aimed to collect 20 participant pairs per condition: however, due to the likeli-
hood of no-shows by single participants, we over-booked participants, which generated
one ‘spare’ pair. Rather than discard these extra participants, we include them in the
analysis.
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Figure 7: Proportion of trials in which the singular was marked, in training (determined
by condition), Recall 1, interaction (split by block) and the post-interaction Recall 2. Each
pair is represented by two lines, one per participant, sharing the same colour: alignment
between participants is therefore reflected in lines of matching colour converging.
Analyses800
The coding of participant descriptions was carried out through the same801
procedure as in Experiment 1, and our choice of non-parametric statistics on802
proportion data was motivated by the same concerns regarding convergence803
and non-normality.804
Results805
As in Experiment 1, performance during the communicative portion of the806
task was extremely high throughout, and varied little across conditions: the807
mean number of successful trials (in which the matcher selected the picture808
presented to the director) was 43.58 out of 48 in the 100-66 condition (42.9809
in the first block of interaction, 44.25 in the second), 46.29 in the 100-33810
condition (45.62 in block 1; 46.95 in block 2).811
As in Experiment 1, our main dependent variable of interest is partici-812
pants’ use of the singular marker. Fig. 7 shows the full data for use of the813
singular marker across training, individual testing and two blocks of interac-814
tion (see also Fig. A.2 for separate by-pair plots). Fig. 8 provides means for815
the various phases.816
In the 100-66 condition, categorically-trained participants remained cat-817
egorical users of the singular marker throughout, barring two participants.818
One of them, interacting with a near categorical non-user, left the singular819
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Figure 8: Mean proportion of trials in which the singular was marked in training (deter-
mined by condition), Recall 1, interaction (split by block) and the post-interaction Recall
2, for the 66-33 condition (upper panels) and 83-17 condition (lower panels). Error bars
indicate bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals, obtained using 10,000 bootstrap samples
and the percentile method.
unmarked on roughly half of the trials in interaction block 2. The other820
participant, in parallel with their partner’s usage, dropped the marker in821
roughly 2/3 of the trials in interaction block 1 before becoming a categori-822
cal user again by block 2. Half of the variably-trained participants in this823
condition marked the singular variably during the pre-interaction recall test824
1; during interaction, these variably-trained participants (with a few excep-825
tions) rapidly aligned with their categorical partners, and remained largely826
categorical users in Recall 2.827
In the 100-33 condition, we saw a similar pattern of results: the majority828
of categorically-trained participants remained categorical throughout (with829
only 4 of 21 becoming variable at some point during interaction, and all830
returning to categorical marking at Recall 2). Variable users in the 100-831
33 condition exhibited a spread of responses during individual testing, as832
was commonly the case in Experiment 1; during interaction, 13 of these833
participants accommodated upwards to become categorical users by the end834
of interaction.835
In the following subsections we run through the same analyses as for Ex-836
periment 1, evaluating whether our participants probability matched during837
Recall 1, whether they changed their use of the singular marker during in-838
teraction and at Recall 2, relative to their use of the marker during Recall839
1, and whether they aligned during interaction, i.e. came to use the singular840
marker in the same way as their partner. As in Experiment 1, we evaluate841
these questions using measures of change in frequency of use of the singu-842
lar marker (see Figure 9) and within-pair difference (see Figure 10). We843
then present additional analyses speaking to the grammar-based asymmetric844
accommodation hypothesis.845
Change in marker usage846
Figure 9 plots the change in marker usage across three key phases of847
Experiment 2, comparing proportion of marked singulars produced during848
Recall 1 to that seen during training (upper panel); change from Recall 1849
to interaction block 2 (middle panel), and change from Recall 1 to Recall 2850
(lower panel).851
As in Experiment 1, the change in frequency of singular marking be-852
tween participants’ training data and their productions in Recall 1 indexes853
the extent to which participants reproduced the frequency of singular mark-854
ing seen in their training data, with values around 0 indicative of probability855
matching. Categorically-trained participants were clearly highly accurate in856
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Figure 9: Experiment 2, change in proportion of marked singulars from training to Recall
1 (upper figure), from Recall 1 to block 2 of Interaction (middle figure) and from Recall
1 to Recall 2 (right figure). In all cases, change is calculated as proportion of marked
singulars at the later stage of the experiment minus proportion of marked singulars at the
earlier stage - i.e. positive values indicate an increase in singular marking, negative values
indicate a decrease.
reproducing the singular marking seen in their training data — all but one857
participant marked the singular categorically during Recall 1 (that partici-858
pant omitted the singular marker once), and for this reason were excluded859
from this analysis. Among the variably-trained participants, there is a differ-860
ence between conditions (W = 347.5, p < .001): while the complete dataset861
suggests probability matching (change is not different from 0 when collapsing862
across conditions, V = 425, p = .630), variably-trained participants in the863
100-66 condition on average produced marked singulars slightly above that864
of their input data (V = 167, p = .021), while variably-trained participants865
in the 100-33 condition under-produced the marked singular, as shown by a866
non-zero difference between training and Recall 1 (V = 28, p = .007). This867
mirrors the pattern we see in Experiment 1, where variably-trained partici-868
pants are pulled slightly towards the extremes of singular marking, although869
in Experiment 1 this effect was clearest in participants trained on more ex-870
treme proportions (i.e. in the 83-17 condition).871
The change in frequency of singular marking between Recall 1 and inter-872
action block 2 (middle panel of Figure 9) shows a pattern of results which are873
strikingly different to those seen in Experiment 1, and consistent with the874
asymmetric accommodation hypothesis. Recall that in Experiment 1 we saw875
an overall reduction in singular marking, driven by the tendency of P1 par-876
ticipants (trained variably, but on more frequent use of the singular marker877
than their partner) to reduce their use of the singular. In contrast, here878
we see the reverse pattern, where participants trained on the less frequent,879
variable use increase their usage of the singular marker during interaction; as880
can be seen in Fig. 7, unlike in Experiment 1, most pairs converged during881
interaction on systems in which the singular was always marked. Collapsing882
across conditions (the effect of condition is n.s., W = 804, p = .720), P1883
and P2 differ in the amount of change they show between Recall 1 and in-884
teraction block 2 (as indicated by a significant effect of the P1/P2 contrast,885
W = 421.5, p < .001); there is also an interaction between condition and886
P1/P2 (W = 341, p < .001), suggesting the difference in the behaviour of887
P1 and P2 differs between conditions. Taking our data set as a whole and888
collapsing across condition: whereas the categorically-trained participants889
did not reliably change their usage of the singular marker during interaction890
(mean change is only marginally different from zero: V = 1, p = .058, driven891
by 5 out of 41 categorically-trained participants who reduced their marker892
use during interaction), variably-trained participants reliably increased their893
usage of the singular marker (V = 477.5, p < .001). This same pattern894
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of results is borne out in an analysis considering each condition separately,895
motivated by the condition by P1/P2 interaction: both conditions show sig-896
nificant differences between P1s and P2s in amount of change from Recall 1 to897
interaction block 2 (100-66 condition: W = 118, p = .010; 100-33 condition:898
W = 95.5, p = .001), and in both conditions P2s show a significant increase in899
singular marking whereas P1s do not show a reliable effect (100-66 condition,900
P2s: V = 70.5, p = .015; 100-33 condition, P2s: V = 189.5, p = .002; 100-66901
condition, P1s: V = 1, p = 1; 100-33 condition, P1s: V = 0, p = .098).902
The interaction between condition and P1/P2 is driven by the fact that the903
change by P2s is clearly larger in the 100-33 condition than in the 100-66904
condition, as they have further to move to accommodate to their categori-905
cal partners (P1s do not differ in amount of change according to condition,906
W = 249, p = .102; P2s do differ across conditions in amount of change,907
W = 133, p = .045).908
Finally, analysis of the change in singular marking from Recall 1 (pre-909
interaction) to Recall 2 (post-interaction) suggests a similar picture to that910
seen in Experiment 1. In Experiment 1 there was some evidence of a lasting911
effect of interaction: the participants who were trained on the more frequent912
use of the singular marker changed (reduced) their use of the singular marker913
more during interaction, and then persisted in under-producing (relative to914
Recall 1) at Recall 2 (where they were asked to recall the initial language915
they were trained on). In Experiment 2 we see a similar pattern, in that916
the participants who changed most during interaction (here the P2s) showed917
some evidence of lasting effects. The difference between conditions in our918
Experiment 2 data was not significant (W = 757, p = .388), there was a919
significant difference between P1 and P2 (W = 624, p = .024) and no in-920
teraction between condition and P1/P2 (W = 250.5, p = .293), suggesting921
this P1/P2 difference was roughly equivalent across conditions. While the922
overall dataset (i.e. including both P1s and P2s; note that P1s were pre-923
dicted to not change their marker use during interaction and therefore not924
predicted to show post-interaction effects) showed only a marginal change925
from Recall 1 to Recall 2 (V = 386.5, p = .059), P1s and P2s showed dif-926
ferent patterns of behaviour: P1s showed no lasting change from Recall 1 to927
Recall 2 (V = 1, p = .423), whereas P2s significantly increased their marker928
usage (V = 338, p = .031). This supports our hypothesis, which predicts929
lasting accommodation in variable users towards categorical users but not930
vice versa.931
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Change in within-pair differences932
As in Experiment 1, and as can be seen in Figure 7, there is a strong933
tendency for pairs of participants to converge on a shared system of using934
the singular marker. Figure 10 plots within-pair difference across the various935
stages of the experiment, as well as the change in within-pair difference at936
several key stages.937
Within-pair differences sharply reduced during interaction, as is clear938
from the lower left panel of Figure 10 showing change in within-pair difference939
from Recall 1 to interaction block 2. While this effect is evident across the940
entire data set, collapsing across conditions (V = 31, p < .001), it is most941
pronounced in the 100-33 pairs and there is a significant difference between942
conditions in the amount of change in within-pair difference from Recall 1943
to interaction block 2 (W = 340.5, p < .001). However, both conditions944
independently show a significant reduction in within-pair difference (100-66945
condition: V = 7.5, p = .009; 100-33 condition: V = 8.5, p < .001).946
Finally, the lower right panel of Figure 10 provides additional (weak)947
evidence to support the earlier analysis suggesting lasting effects of interac-948
tion, here meaning that participants are more similar in their post-interaction949
marker use than in their pre-interaction use: there is a marginal reduction950
in within-pair difference from Recall 1 to Recall 2 (n.s. difference between951
conditions, W = 264.5, p = .156; collapsing across conditions, change in952
within-pair difference is marginally different from 0, V = 158, p = .079).953
Grammar-based asymmetric accommodation954
As discussed above, the results of Experiment 2 are as predicted by the955
grammar-based asymmetric accommodation hypothesis — despite the gen-956
eral preference seen in Experiment 1 for the participant trained on more957
frequent singular marking to reduce the frequency of singular marking dur-958
ing interaction, categorically-trained participants in Experiment 2 do not959
reliably do so (their change in proportion of marked singulars from Recall 1960
to interaction block 2 only differs marginally from 0, V = 1, p = .058), forc-961
ing their variably-trained partners to align upwards by increasing their use962
of the singular marker (their partners’ change from Recall 1 to interaction963
block 2 is positive and significantly different from 0, V = 477.5, p < .001),964
and consequently categorically-trained participants differed significantly from965
their variably-trained partners in the extent to which they changed their be-966
haviour during interaction (collapsing across condition, P1s and P2s differ967
significantly in the extent to which they change their marker use from recall 1968
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Figure 10: The upper panel shows the within-pair differences in marker use across the 5
stages of Experiment 2; the lower panels show the change in those within-pair differences
change from Recall 1 to interaction block 2, and from Recall 1 to Recall 2 — negative
values for change indicate increased alignment between participants within a pair.
to interaction block 2, W = 421.5, p < .001). Further evidence of this effect969
can be obtained by combining the data from variably-trained participants970
across Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (see Figure 11, upper left panel) —971
these groups significantly differ in their change in use of the marked singular972
between Recall 1 and interaction block 2 (W = 2478.5, p < .001), with Exper-973
iment 1 participants (paired with a variably-trained partner) decreasing their974
use and Experiment 2 participants (paired with a categorically-trained part-975
ner) increasing their use. This same pattern of results holds if we look only at976
P2 participants, i.e. those participants who were paired with a partner who977
was trained on more frequent use of the singular marker: P2s differ in the978
amount of change from Recall 1 to interaction block 2, depending on whether979
they were paired with a variable or categorical partner, W = 1123, p = .004980
(see Figure 11, upper right panel). As a last comparison, we can compare981
participants who were trained on 33% marked singulars in the 66-33 condition982
with those trained on the same proportion of marked singulars but paired983
with a categorical partner (in the 100-33 condition): these two groups of984
participants, who received identical training and were paired with a partner985
who used the plural more frequently than themselves, differ significantly in986
their change in the use of the singular between Recall 1 and interaction block987
2, depending on whether their partner was trained on categorical or variable988
singular marking (W = 311, p = .009; see Figure 11, lower left panel).989
Finally, we can ask whether this difference in behaviour of categorically-990
trained participants is due to their categorical training, or their categorical991
production of the singular marker during Recall 1 (which presumably re-992
flects their belief that singular marking should be categorical). The change993
from Recall 1 to interaction block 2 for all participants who produced 100%994
marked singulars at Recall 1 is shown in the lower right panel of Figure995
11, split according to whether their training was variable (N=22 out of 120996
variably-trained participants) or categorical (N=40). The mode change for997
both groups is 0: while the variably-trained participants seem slightly more998
likely to radically change their behaviour during interaction (5 of 22 variably-999
trained participants became categorical non-users during interaction, 5 of1000
41 categorically-trained participants became non-categorical, but only 2 of1001
those became categorical non-users), this difference is not statistically signif-1002
icant (W = 492.5, p = .231). This suggests that the participant’s belief that1003
the singular marker should be used categorically is the main driver of the1004
asymmetric accommodation effect, rather than absence of variation in their1005
training input.1006
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Figure 11: Change from Recall 1 to interaction block 2 for all variably-trained participants
across the two experiments (upper left panel), for all P2s (who are trained variably and
on a lower frequency of marked singulars than their partners, upper right panel) and for
participants who were trained on 33% marked singulars (lower left panel). In all cases, par-
ticipants who were paired with categorical partners behaved differently from participants
who were paired with variably-trained partners. The lower right panel shows change from
Recall 1 to interaction block 2 for participants who produced 100% (categorical) singular
marking in Recall 1, split according to whether their training was variable or categorical.
General Discussion1007
We presented two experiments investigating the effects of communicative1008
interaction on unpredictably variable linguistic systems. We found that un-1009
predictable variation was greatly reduced or eliminated during interaction,1010
and the effects of interaction persisted into a post-interaction recall test (in1011
both experiments, a point to which we return below). Importantly, our data1012
are consistent with the grammar-based asymmetric accommodation hypoth-1013
esis, which states that variable users are more likely to adapt their linguistic1014
behaviour to categorical users rather than vice versa. These results speak to1015
a number of larger issues regarding diachronic linguistic change and language1016
evolution.1017
Additional thoughts on the grammar-based asymmetric accommodation hy-1018
pothesis1019
As predicted by the grammar-based asymmetric accommodation hypoth-1020
esis, we found an asymmetry in the behaviour of participants trained on1021
variable vs. categorical linguistic systems. Categorically-trained partici-1022
pants used singular markers according to the rule that all singulars had to1023
be marked. Even though they were exposed to unmarked singulars when1024
they interacted with their variable partners, for the most part they did not1025
accommodate to them but maintained their deterministic usage. Variably-1026
trained participants, on the other hand, were much more likely to adopt the1027
system of their categorical partners, even though — as shown in Experi-1028
ment 1 — marking the singular is against participants’ natural tendency to1029
drop the marker when that option is available, either due to native language1030
influences, minimisation of effort (as show in other artificial language learn-1031
ing/interaction experiments, e.g. Fedzechkina et al., 2016; Kanwal et al.,1032
2017), or other biases in learning or perception. Despite quickly adopting1033
categorical usage during interaction, the participants who inferred a variable1034
grammar remained aware that the system allows for variability, as confirmed1035
by their variable output during post-interaction recall tests.1036
The grammar-based asymmetric accommodation hypothesis explains this1037
asymmetry in terms of the difference in underlying grammars for variably-1038
and categorically-trained participants: since variable users did not have to1039
violate the rules of the grammar they had inferred during training, they were1040
more likely to accommodate to their categorical partners. This suggests that1041
at least three pressures are at play in shaping alignment between interlocutors1042
40
in our experiments: a preference to align with one’s interlocutors (evident1043
in the behaviour of virtually all variably-trained participants), a preference1044
to minimise production effort (evident in Experiment 1 in the tendency to1045
drop the redundant singular marker), and a preference to use forms that1046
are permitted under the inferred grammar, even if those forms are assigned1047
low probability (leading to the asymmetric accommodation effects seen in1048
Experiment 2).1049
Our experimental data suggest an additional factor that may contribute1050
to this asymmetry between variable and categorical use in interaction. We1051
found that convergence by variably-trained participants to their categorically-1052
trained partners happened rapidly. Therefore, categorical users had little op-1053
portunity to even notice the absence of singular markers in the communica-1054
tive behaviour of their partners, and if they did, they might have dismissed1055
initial omissions as isolated errors. Either way, this would have decreased the1056
probability that categorical users should be influenced by unmarked singulars1057
in the output of their partners. The rapidity of convergence might therefore1058
contribute to the explanation for why accommodation favours categorical1059
usage over pragmatically-conditioned usage: rapid convergence means that1060
there simply is not enough time to realise that one’s partner uses a given1061
form variably, let alone to infer the pragmatic subtleties conditioning its use.1062
To a categorical user, variability might appear unsystematic at first even if it1063
in fact depends on pragmatic conditions in a predictable fashion, such as how1064
much one speaker thinks the other one knows already, how much inferencing1065
work polite speakers can expect of their addressees, and how polite they want1066
to be in the first place. While is it clearly possible to identify such condition-1067
ing factors (after all, language learners do eventually acquire even complex1068
rules of variable pragmatic conditioning), it may require a lot of evidence,1069
making it hard to achieve in a couple of minutes during a single interaction.1070
Thus, quick attempts by categorical users to emulate the variable usage of1071
their interlocutors are likely to fail, while the reverse does not hold: it should1072
be relatively easy to figure out that a speaker uses a constituent whenever1073
the grammar allows it. Therefore, usage patterns that are grammatically and1074
categorically conditioned can be emulated quickly. Once they are emulated,1075
however — i.e. as soon as variable users begin to accommodate to categori-1076
cal interlocutors — the latter will be deprived of evidence for the conditions1077
behind variable use.1078
This discussion of the challenges imposed by acquiring conditioned varia-1079
tion during interaction also highlights a mismatch between our experimental1080
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design and the cases of obligatorification that inspired it: namely, in the1081
Old English case we discuss, use of the demonstrative was pragmatically-1082
conditioned, rather than (as in our variable training languages) uncondi-1083
tioned. This seems to us a reasonable first step in demonstrating asymmetric1084
accommodation, and in other work we find the same asymmetric accommoda-1085
tion effects when one member of a pair learns a system of lexically-conditioned1086
(rather than unconditioned) variation (Atkinson et al., 2018). This provides1087
at least one demonstration that asymmetric accommodation can lead to con-1088
vergence on categorical systems at the expense even of conditioned systems1089
of variation; it would of course be worthwhile to test whether there are any1090
limits to this (e.g. if highly entrenched systems of conditioned variation will1091
similarly be abandoned in interaction), and whether the transparency of the1092
conditioning factors to the naive categorical participant affects the alignment1093
process (in particular, whether more ‘obvious’ conditioning patterns are more1094
likely to survive interaction). In this connection, it would be satisfying to1095
also look at the case of pragmatically-conditioned variation, which we expect1096
to be relatively non-transparent and therefore prone to elimination during1097
interaction.1098
Finally, we unexpectedly found in Experiment 2 that variably-trained1099
participants who behaved as categorical users in the pre-interaction recall test1100
also seemed to stick to their deterministic usage of the singular marker during1101
interaction. While this conclusion rests on a null finding in an unbalanced1102
dataset using relatively weak non-parametric tests, and should therefore be1103
treated with caution, this suggests that once a linguistic rule is internalised,1104
people are reluctant to deviate from it, unless they interpret variability to be1105
part of the linguistic rule. In other words, it is the grammar that the learner1106
infers, that determines the asymmetry, rather than the input the grammar1107
was inferred from.1108
Does interaction have lasting effects on variability?1109
Our experimental data provides some evidence that the reduction in vari-1110
ability seen during interaction persists beyond that interaction, specifically1111
into the post-interaction recall test. In both experiments, the participants1112
who accommodates most to their partners during the interaction phase (P1s1113
in Experiment 1 and the variably trained P2s in Experiment 2) exhibited a1114
lasting change in their use of the singular marker; these effects were most vis-1115
ible in the individuals who changed the most during interaction (P1s in the1116
83-17 condition in Experiment 1, who tended to substantially reduce their1117
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marker use to align with their less-frequently-marking partner; P2s in the1118
100-33 condition in Experiment 2, who had to substantially increase their1119
marker use to accommodate to their categorical partner), although our sta-1120
tistical tests indicated that the lasting effects of interaction were roughly1121
equivalent across conditions. We see similar lasting effects of interaction1122
in other artificial language learning paradigms (across two experiments in1123
Fehe´r et al., 2016). However, in the experiments reported here these effects1124
are generally small and quite variable across participants, which warrants1125
further discussion.1126
Firstly, at the start of Recall 2 participants were instructed to recall the1127
original language they were trained on. This means that our method for1128
measuring the lasting effect of interaction is (intentionally) quite conserva-1129
tive: we were looking for effects sufficiently strong to survive an explicit1130
instruction to revert to an earlier behaviour. Alternative approaches to this1131
post-interaction recall test may yield clearer evidence of lasting effects. For1132
instance, more neutral instructions prior to an asocial recall test, or a sec-1133
ond phase of communicative interaction with a new partner, would allow1134
participants more freedom to persist in the behaviour they adopted during1135
interaction. Given that we see some evidence of persistent effects even given1136
our very conservative framing, we expect that such effects would be more1137
apparent using those methods. It is also likely that any lasting effects on1138
individual linguistic behaviour will depend on other factors, such as relative1139
social status and the number of interlocutors one has interacted with, factors1140
which we don’t manipulate here.1141
Secondly, there is some question of whether lasting effects of interaction1142
are actually required for changes operating during interaction to propagate1143
through a population. Lasting effects on individual behaviour may not be1144
required to drive language change: for instance, children learn their language1145
by participating in and observing interactions, including interactions between1146
other adults and older peers, and they might well be influenced by modifica-1147
tions which only last for the duration of a specific interaction. If interlocutors1148
become less variable for the course of an interaction, they would suppress evi-1149
dence for variability for any child acquiring their language through observing1150
or participating in that particular interaction. This means that modifications1151
occurring during interaction could have lasting influences on the population’s1152
behaviour even if those modifications are themselves fleeting. However, the1153
propagation of linguistic changes is likely to be more rapid if the effects of1154
interaction on an individual’s behaviour outlast the duration of that interac-1155
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tion, and larger lasting effects should lead to faster changes. It may be that1156
small post-interaction effects such as we see in our experiment will simply be1157
swamped by other factors when individuals are embedded in populations.1158
Mechanisms of regularisation1159
Previous research identified two ways in which regular linguistic systems1160
may emerge from unpredictably-variable starting points. Regularity may be1161
a product of relatively strong biases in learning in individuals (e.g. Hudson1162
Kam & Newport, 2009; Perfors, 2016), or may emerge more gradually through1163
transmission (e.g. Smith & Wonnacott, 2010; Reali & Griffiths, 2009). Our1164
experiments identify an additional mechanism: communicative interaction.1165
We find that interaction leads to a reduction in variation, as also shown by1166
Fehe´r et al. (2016). Grammar-based asymmetric accommodation further1167
helps to explain the establishment of categorical usage patterns in speech1168
communities. Since languages are conventional, socially shared systems, one1169
cannot fully explain their properties by asking how easily they are acquired1170
by individuals; one also needs to ask how easily they are shared. Our exper-1171
iments have revealed asymmetries that bias the direction of accommodation1172
in interaction, and that may help to explain why in the historical record1173
categorical usage patterns tend to oust variable ones once they emerge in a1174
population of speakers. More generally, these biases may also help to explain1175
why the grammaticalisation processes attested in the histories of practically1176
all natural languages appear to be unidirectional and irreversible.1177
Our results do not imply that variable usage patterns will generally be1178
ousted by competing categorical ones. As far as grammaticalisation is con-1179
cerned, it is known to be cyclic, and constituents that become obligatory in1180
one phase may become optional again in later phases. Articles are themselves1181
a case in point: deriving from optionally used numerals or demonstratives,1182
they come to be obligatory in specific syntactic contexts. In later phases,1183
however, they may grammaticalise further into general noun phrase markers1184
(Himmelmann, 2001; Greenberg, 1978), which are semantically empty but1185
highly frequent. Therefore, they become once more prone to phonological1186
reduction and deletion, i. e. they become optional (again) before possibly1187
being lost altogether. The dynamics driven by the asymmetric accommoda-1188
tion bias revealed in Experiment 2 are obviously characteristic only of those1189
specific phases in grammaticalisation in which variable use becomes categor-1190
ical; our experiments help to explain why accommodation may indeed lead1191
to the elimination of variation under such circumstances.1192
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Future directions1193
In addition to the questions raised above, a number of other questions1194
remain to be addressed. Firstly, we have only considered presence/absence1195
variation: other paradigms (e.g. Hudson Kam & Newport, 2009; Smith &1196
Wonnacott, 2010) look at variation where there are two or more overt mark-1197
ers for a single function, and it may be that alignment during interaction1198
proceeds differently in such cases. Secondly, we look only at alignment within1199
pairs who undergo a relatively short period of training and a relatively long,1200
intense period of interaction with a single partner: since the real-world case1201
involves longer learning (perhaps entailing greater commitment to the trained1202
system) and interaction with a wider range of partners, this seems like a1203
worthwhile scenario to explore experimentally.1204
Finally, accommodation is surprisingly rapid in our study: a great deal1205
of alignment takes place in the first few trials of interaction. It would be1206
intriguing to investigate the lower-level processes by which participants come1207
to decide how to use markers after just one or two exposures to the marking1208
behaviour of their partner. Similarly, one might ask how that might change1209
if one increases the knowledge that participants have of the language used1210
by their partner. It might make a difference, for example, if participants are1211
trained together rather than — as in our experiments — in isolation.1212
Conclusions1213
Accommodation during interaction leads to the elimination of unpre-1214
dictable variation and consequently provides an additional (complementary)1215
mechanism for explaining the absence of unpredictable variation in natu-1216
ral languages. In line with historical evidence, accommodation seems to be1217
inherently asymmetric. While variable users accommodate to categorical1218
partners by increasing their frequency of usage, categorical users do not tend1219
to accommodate to variable partners by becoming variable. Thus, when, in1220
a population, the number of speakers who use a marker categorically reaches1221
a critical threshold, asymmetric accommodation may drive the population1222
towards uniformly categorical marker use. The grammar-based asymmetric1223
accommodation hypothesis therefore offers a potential mechanistic explana-1224
tion for the recurring tendency for obligatorification during language change,1225
which is central to attested changes such as the emergence of the definite ar-1226
ticle in English, as well as to processes of grammaticalisation more generally.1227
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Appendix: By-pair plots of singular marking1469
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Figure A.1: Experiment 1. Proportion of trials in which the singular was marked, in
training (determined by condition), Recall 1, interaction (split by block) and the post-
interaction Recall 2, with separate plots showing each pair individually.
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Figure A.2: Experiment 2. Proportion of trials in which the singular was marked, in
training (determined by condition), Recall 1, interaction (split by block) and the post-
interaction Recall 2, with separate plots showing each pair individually.
